
the mark hofmann case
A basic chronology

1954

9 jan steven christensen bomborn in salt lake city utah

7 dec mark william hofmann bomborn in salt lake city utah

1966

at age twelve hofmann purchases his first mormon
item a five dollar kirtland safety society note signed
by joseph smith and sidney rigdon

1973

june mark hofmann graduates from olympus high school
salt lake city

june book of common prayer bought by deseret book co

27 nov hofmann called to serve a mission to the england
southwest mission the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints he would served primarily in the
areas of portsmouth bristol and bath

1976

spring hofmann enrolls at utah state university logan
utah

this chronology has been assembled from a variety of sources I1 have benefited from a review by various
friends and colleagues A detailed chronology 1980 87 compiled by mike carter appeared in the
salt lake tribune I11 august 1987 see also deseret news 31 july 1987 a6aa and william G hartley
fraudulent documents A chronology for the BYU symposium distributed on 6 august 1987
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1977

15 april hofmann gets engaged for the first time he later breaks
off the relationship

1978

june hofmann gives a photocopy of an account of a second
anointing ceremony in LDS temple supposedly dated
1920 to sandra tanner a professional anti mormon in
salt lake city

1979

29 april hofmann writes a college essay in the form of a letter to
his mother in which he is very critical of the historical
policies of the LDS church

fall hofmann and jeff simmonds discuss the CBS TV
ministriesminiseriesmini series based on irving wallaces 1972 novel
the word the lost book of james a story of ancient
manuscripts forgeries and murder

14 sept hofmann marries doralee olds in the salt lake
temple

october hofmann sells a second anointing blessing to utah
state university archivist jeff simmonds for sixty
dollars hofmann makes simmonds promise he will not
tell anyone where he got it hofmann now claims a 1912
date for this item

1980

16 april hofmann shows his wife a 1688 edition of the bible and
specifically points out that several pages are stuck
together police later establish that this bible was pur-
chased by hofmann in bristol while on his mission in
england

17 april hofmann shows jeff simmonds the 1688 bible and they
separate the stuck pages discovering the anthon tran-
script
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18 april daneldaneidanelbachmanB Bachmanachman and mark hofmann visit dean jessee at
the LDS church historical department in salt lake city
jessee then begins his study of the anthon transcript

22 april the church accepts anthon transcript

3 may KSLTVKSL TV salt lake city interviews hofmann in danel
bachmansnachmansBachmans office at the logan utah LDS institute of
religion newspapers carry the story of the anthon
transcript discovery hofmann becomes a celebrity

1 4 may mormon history association annual meetings held in
canandaigua new york one session is devoted to the
anthon transcript

june the church attempts to check the provenance of the
anthon transcript in order to authenticate it

27 june hofmann visits dorothy dean in carthage illinois he
tells her he is trying to establish the source of the 1688
bible

july mark and doralee hofmann move to sandy utah

29 july dorothy dean signs affidavit convinced by hofmann
that her mother must have been the source of the 1688
bible

13 oct the anthon transcript is sold by hofmann to the
LDS church in exchange the church gives him a five
dollar mormon gold coin minted in 1850 a first edition
of the book of mormon and several examples of
pioneer mormon currency total value 20000

1981

8 jan hofmann is arrested for stealing a bag of sliced almonds
from a grocery store in salt lake valley

12 feb hofmann calls michael marquardt asking for informa-
tion on the 1844 succession he specifically wants to
know what joseph smith was doing on 17 january 1844
two days later marquardt tells him joseph smith spent
the day at home
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16 feb hofmann shows church archivist donald schmidt a
photocopy of a faded 1844 document that appears to be
the text of a blessing joseph smith gave to his son
joseph smith III111 17 january 1844 schmidt is noncom-
mittal hofmann then decides to approach richard
howard church historian of the RLDS church

24 feb hofmann informs howard of the joseph smith 111IIIili
blessing several days later howard calls hofmann at
which time hofmann promises not to sell it before
8 march

27 feb schmidt and associates in the LDS church historical
department inform president hinckley of the joseph
smith 111IIIililii blessing document the church decides to
obtain it

2 march the joseph smith 111IIIililii blessing is sold to LDS church for
about 20000 in trade the church trades this docu-
ment to the RLDS church on 18 march for an 1833 book
of commandments soon after hofmann donates to
LDS church a thomas bullock letter to brigham
young dated 27 january 1865 to add credibility to the
blessing about the same time of the blessing trans-
action LDS church purchases some white notes
from hofmann hofmann also sells some to al rust a
coin dealer in salt lake city

april at LDS general conference president gordon B
hinckley discusses the joseph smith 111IIIililii blessing

april james dibowski and albert somerford forensic
may experts associated with the US postal inspectors

crime lab authenticate joseph smith 111IIIililii blessing the
paper tests would be done by the mccrone institute of
chicago

may hofmann purchases a large collection of letters from
steve gardiner in utah county on 18 may he pays
gardiner 20000 in november he borrows 25000
from al rust which he pays to gardiner this gardiner
purchase constitutes the core of the catalogue list of
mormon manuscripts hofmann issues about this
time
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15 mayuay RLDS president wallace B smith announces that a
team of experts has tested the joseph smith III111lillii blessing
and established its genuineness about this time
hofmann meets lyn jacobs and brent metcalfe

29 may the joseph smith to emma letter dated 3 march 1833
is sold to brent ashworth a utah county lawyer
collector for 6000 4000 in cash 2000 in trade

1982

january hofmann orders rubber stamps from the salt lake
stamp co which he would use to make various denomi-
nations of spanish fork notes

march hofmann tells ashworth of a collection of nineteenth
century letters from the palmyra area that is coming on
the market he says that a lucy mack smith letter is
among them

6 march hofmann calls ashworth to tell him about another
find he drives to ashworthsAshworths home in payson and

shows him a 13 january 1873 letter of martin harris to
walter conrad ashworth wants it the tentative selling
price is established at 27000 ashworth offers to trade
documents signed by george washington abraham
lincoln and robert E lee

29 july hofmann shows ashworth the letter of lucy mack
smith to mary pierce dated 23 january 1829 they
agree to have dean jessee check the handwriting of the
letter prior to final purchase by ashworth selling price
about 33000 in trade

23 aug news conference held regarding the lucy smith letter

17 sept hofmann interviewed by peggy fletcher editor of
sunstone the interview is published in sunstone
review 2 september 1982 16 19 hofmann admits in
the interview that with the high prices being paid for
mormon documents there may be some temptation to
forge later in the interview he says im in this for the
money
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sept hofmann interviewed by jeffrey keller for the 7thath east
press an off campus BYU student newspaper A
summary of the interview appeared in the september
1982 issue 6 7

20 oct david whitmer to walter conrad letter dated 2 april
1873 sold to LDS church for 10000

21 oct hofmann sells ashworth a half page fragment from
the book of mosiah for 5000 later ashworth
buys a second fragment a full page from the book of
helaman for 25000 both are featured in the ensign
13 october 1983 77

nov to spanish fork operativecooperativeco notes sold to alvin rust
dec hofmann had prepared several sets of these undated

notes in denominations of ten cents twentyfivetwenty five cents
fifty cents and one dollar hofmann sold sets to various
individuals at 1500 2000 per set

1983

5 jan hofmann calls G homer durham managing director of
the LDS church historical department about a letter he
says he has just found in contacting durham hofmann
skirts the normal church channels for acquiring docu-
ments durham takes hofmann directly to president
gordon B hinckley the document is the earliest
known holograph of joseph smith a letter to josiah
stowell dated 18 june 1825 the price agreed upon is

15000 the church insists on establishing its authen-
ticity

10 jan hofmann flies to new york city he meets there with
charles hamilton a well known autograph dealer
hofmann convinces hamilton that the 1825 letter is
authentic and he signs a statement to that effect

14 jan elwyn doubleday sells the lounsbery collection of
letters to william thoman hofmann will claim he
purchased the harris 1830 letter from thoman in march
1982 police later show that this doubleday sale to
thoman occurred on 14 january 1983
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14 jan letter of joseph smith to josiah stowell 18 june 1825
sold to LDS church for 15000 the letter is then placed
in the first presidency vault

3 march E B grandin printing contract for first printing of
book of mormon signed by joseph smith and martin
harris dated 17 august 1829 sold to LDS church for
25000

april hofmann visits the justin schiller raymond wapner
galleries in new york city for the first time he
introduces himself as a dealer in rare coins he
also begins to purchase rare childrens books from
them

nov letter of joseph smith to general jonathan dunham
27 june 1844 sold to dr richard marks of phoenix
arizona by hofmann who had earlier promised it to
brent ashworth ashworth would learnleam of the sale on
27 january 1984

29 nov hofmann calls michael marquardt and tells him he has
just found a martin harris letter he reads the letter to
marquardt

1 dec hofmann has michael marquardt to his home for
dinner he shows him the text of a letter of martin
harris to william W phelps dated 23 october 1830
marquardt tells a number of people about it during the
next week

16 dec lyn jacobs fronting for hofmann offers to sell
LDS church an 1830 martin harris letter to W W
phelps the white salamander letter president
hinckley declines indicating that the price is too
high brent ashworth also rejects the offer
hofmann fronting for jacobs approaches LDS
church archivist donald schmidt eventually
suggesting that perhaps a wealthy church member
could be found to buy it and then donate it to the
church this middleman idea proves to be attrac-
tive brent metcalfe tells hofmann of steven
christensen
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1984

6 jan the harris letter is sold to steven christensen and gary
sheets hofmann had asked 50000 for it but had
accepted an offer of 40000 payable over eighteen
months 1000 down 9000 in two weeks and the
balance in increments of 10000 at six month intervals

january christensen retains BYU historians ron walker and
dean jessee to study historical context of harris letter
in a 24 january letter to his research team he counsels
them to seek the truth in their studies

late jan hofmann tells christensen he has a cash flow problem
if christensen can give him the 9000 plus 5000 now
hofmann will give him a bonus the transcript of a
I11 november 1825 contract in which joseph smith sr
josiah stowell and other partners agreed on the division
of proceeds from a money digging enterprise they had
organized to find buried treasure christensen agrees to
advance the money in exchange for a copy of the text
and the right to buy the original for 15000 if and when
hofmann acquires it

february alvin E rust mormon and utah coin and currency
published it contains several hofmann forgeries

february dean jesseesjessesJessees the personal writings of joseph smith
appears it includes six hofmann forgeries

march jerald and sandra tanners utah lighthouse ministry
though wanting to believe the harris letter authentic
admits to some reservations because of its similarity
to an affidavit of willard chase in E D howes
mormonism unvailedunavailed sic 1834 and to a statement by
early LDS convert joseph knight tanners publish long
extracts from harris letter in the salt lake messenger

7 march steven christensen issues a press release admitting
ownership of the 1830 harris letter but he says that he
will not release it until further research is done on it his
researchers were then working on 1 examining the
physical text they chose kenneth rendell of newton
mass to do this 2 establishing theprovenancethe provenance of the
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letter dean jessee worked back to elwyn doubleday
a dealer in postal memorabilia in alton bay new
hampshire and 3 understanding the historical
context of the letter ronald walker dean jessee and
brent metcalfe were working on this aspect

18 may mike hansen hofmann alias orders printing plates
from cocks clarkdarkoark engraving in denver colorado for
deseret currency

june mike hansen orders twelve zinc etchings from
william claytonsclaytonaClay tons latter day saints emigrants
guide 1848 from heisler engraving in kansas city
missouri part of the 389.6938969 order is paid with a check
for 169.6916969 signed by mark W hofmann

august hofmann sells full set of deseret currency dated 1858
to alvin rust for 35000

21 24 sunstone theological symposium hotel utah salt
august lake city first public discussion of the harris 1830

letter by jan shipps and richard bushman

22 aug utah lighthouse ministry publishes the money
digging letter

25 aug los angeles times publishes long article on the harris
letter other newspapers across the country follow its
lead

sept utah lighthouse ministry publishes copy of a circulat-
ing typescript of the 1825 smith stowell letter and
questions why the 18301930 harris letter is devoid of
mention of god or angels

26 sept hofmann learnsleams from kenneth rendell that forensic
examiner of paper william G krueger has determined
there are no indications of forgery in the 1830 harris
letter

october in an address at general conference elder bruce R
mcconkie warns members who conduct or support
historical research threatening to the faith of other
members three days later christensen fires brent
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metcalfe from his research team but gives him
severance pay metcalfe had filled in for christensen
in giving a talk to the faculty at the LDS institute
of religion at the university of utah the discus-
sion had become very heated over metcalfesMetcalfes refusal
to bear his testimony to the group after discussing
the harris 1830 letter christensen writes a letter
to president hinckley shortly thereafter 16 october
in which he says he has decided to suspend research
on the letter and to drop plans to publish a book about
it

30 oct wilford cardon sends hofmann a check for 12000 for
an 1807 betsy ross letter

mike hansen orders jim bridger notes from utah
engraving company

21 nov mike hansen orders printing plate for emma smith
hymnal back page from debouzek engraving salt lake
city

28 nov emma smith hymnal sold to brent ashworth for 5000
and a brigham young letter

12 dec mike hansen leaves mark hofmann fingerprint
which police later find on receipt at salt lake stamp
company

1985

2 jan hofmann sells two jim bridger notes to charles hamil-
ton for 10000

15 feb steven christensen receives a report from albert H
lyter III111 a forensic chemist in raleigh north carolina
lyter had examined the ink on the harris 1830 letter and
reported there is no evidence that the examined
document was prepared at other than during the stated
time period

26 feb christensen again writes to president hinckley about
the harris letter
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29 feb president hinckley calls christensen and assures him
that the church wants the harris letter

8 march mike harris orders plate from debouzek engraving
in salt lake city for the oath of a freeman

11 march hofmann flies to new york city

13 march hofmann purchases five items from argosy book
store in new york city for 514251.425142 one item he
claimed he purchased at this time was the oath of
a freeman the oldest printed item in american
history hofmann claimed he paid twentyfivetwenty five
dollars for this specific item several days later
he returns with the oath of a freeman to schillers
gallery in new york city various authorities
are contacted by schiller to examine the broadside
william matheson chief of the rare book and
special collections division of the library of congress
accepts the item and says a battery of tests will be
perfoperformednned on it to determine its authenticity in april
the library of congress tells schiller and wapner
Hofhermannsmanns agents that it wants to buy the oath of a
freeman

15 march thomas wilding and associate syd jensen at
hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns invitation agree to invest 22500 in
eighteen rare books

20 march kenneth rendell sends his final report to christensen
there is no indication that this letter the harris 1830

letter is a forgery

21 march wilding and co investors give hofmann 22500 to
purchase rare books

25 march mike hansen orders a second plate of the oath of a
freeman

3 april christensen tells salt lake tribune that tests show
harris letter to be authentic that researchers are pre-
paring it for publication and that their findings will be
announced at the mormon history association annual
meeting in may
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8 april schiller sends oath of a freeman to library of
congress asking price 151.515 million

16 april letter of david and peter whitmer to bethell todd
dated 12 august 1828 sold to LDS church for 1500

by hofmann

18 april first presidency accepts steven christensensChristensens donation
of the harris 1830 letter to church

23 april alvin rust advances hofmann 150000 to purchase
mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collection in new york city hofmann

later tells rust that he has sold the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collection
to the LDS church for 300000

28 april church news announces churchechurchs acquisition of harris
letter from christensen and publishes the letter with a
careful statement from first presidency acknowledging
apparent authenticity

29 april utah lighthouse ministrysMinistrys salt lake messenger
accuses LDS church of hiding a second letter that deals
with early treasure hunting by the smith family salt
lake tribune claims 1825 smith stowell letter exists
but church spokesman denies that church possesses it

30 april rhett james questions authenticity of harris letter
based on study of word patterns of known harris
writings

2 may at mormon history association annual meetings in
independence missouri dean jessee summarizes find-
ings by experts who noted that nothing had been found
indicating forgery As jessee would reemphasize in the
months to follow one can prove forgery but not authen-
ticity authenticating is a matter of reducing probability
not of proving ronald walker discusses context of
treasure hunting into which the letter apparently fits

5 may church spokesman retracts his denial of church having
the 1825 letter saying he was informed by president
hinckley that the letter was in first presidency vault and
perhaps would be subject of critical study as harris
letter had been
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9 may first presidency releases text of 1825 smith stowell
letter with statement that dean jessee says document
appears definitely to be in hand of joseph smith and

is earliest document written by the prophet document
expert charles hamilton of new york had authenti-
cated the letter earlier

11 may newspapersnationwidenewspapers nationwide feature headlines claiming that
the smith stowell 1825 letter links mormon church
founder to the occult

14 may spokesman denies church has hidden oliver cowdery
history

15 may walter mccrowe associates find the harris letters
paper consistent with period of date

20 may time magazine publishes challenging mormonismsMormonisms
roots about the documents controversy kenneth
rendell verifies based on his examination and tests and
based on ink and paper tests done by others that there
is no indication that this harris letter is a forgery

25 may ronald vern jackson displays forgery of neeley court
docket to support claim that harris letter is a fake

early brent metcalfe who earlier had passed to john dart a
june reporter with the los angeles times information

from an anonymous source hofmann about the exis-
tence of an oliver cowdery history hidden by the first
presidency now meets with hofmann and dart in salt
lake city hofmann tells dart he has seen the oliver
cowdery history in the vault of the first presidency that
this history contains a different account of the origins of
the church and that it credits alvin smith with a key
role in obtaining the book of mormon plates

5 june wilford cardon wires 110000 to schiller wagner in
new york city to invest in a charles dickens manu-
script the haunted man and the ghosts bargain
hofmann had told him of the investment opportunity

9 june hofmann offers the same investment opportunity to
thomas wilding he had offered to cardon
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13 june los angles times cites insider anonymous interview
with mark hofmann that LDS church presidency is
hiding a cowdery history

14 june library of congress returns oath of a freeman to
schiller wapner galleries price too high at 151.515
million

28 june elder hugh pinnock helps arrange a loan of 185000
from first interstate bank for hofmann to help purchase
mclellinmcclellinMcLellin papers

6 july salt lake tribune citing hofmann says mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
collection includes pearl of great price facsimile 2

29 july letter of joseph smith to general jonathan dunham
27 june 1844 sold to brent ashworth after hofmann
bought it from deseret book co which had bought it
from dr richard marks who had bought it from
hofmann hofmann loses about 56000 on this trans
action but he must keep ashworth quiet as ashworth is
beginning to tell people how untrustworthy he is

august brigham young papers sold to wilding group for
23600

12 aug hofmann signs contract to buy a home in cottonwood
area of salt lake city for 550000 hofmann agrees to
pay 5000 in earnest money 195000 at closure and
three additional annual installments of 195000 the
closing is set for 15 october 100 PM

21 24 at sunstone symposium in salt lake city historians
august michael quinn marvin hill and ronald walker say

that joseph smiths involvement with folk magic can
be sustained without hofmann documents

3 sept hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns 185000 check to first interstate bank
bounces

10 sept deseret book sells hofmann book of common prayer
for 50 it contains a signature of nathan harris
several days later hofmann returns to claim that a poem
written by martin harris was in the back of the volume
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13 sept hofmann admits to wilding and syd jensen that their
money had not purchased the oath of freeman or
dickens manuscript that brigham young papers he had
offered to sell did not exist and that he cannot return
their money hofmann spends the day trying to raise
money one angry investor hits hofmann in face
increasing pressure put on hofmann

16 sept leslie kress and kenneth rendell sell hofmann two
pieces of papyrus on consignment for expected 10500
sale 23 sept hofmann offers to sell papyrus piece to
curt bench of deseret book co

25 sept hofmann offers to sell papyrus piece to ashworth

30 sept hofmann tries to use papyrus as collateral for 150000
loan arranged by wade lillywhite of deseret book

1 oct hofmann sells deseret currency notes to deseret book

2 oct christensen warns hofmann to tell elder pinnock of his
problems

3 oct hofmann sells nathan harris book of common prayer
to LDS church for 700 in trade

4 oct hofmann tells elder pinnock he must sell mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
collection rather than donate it to church so
pinnock arranges for it to be purchased for 185000
during 13 19 october mission president david E
sorensen working through his attorney david west
is to purchase the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collection if someone
can authenticate it steve christensen is chosen to do
this

6 oct A one third interest in a betsy ross letter sold to
wilford cardon

7 oct radio shack outlet in cottonwood mall sells to
M hansen a battery holder and a mercury switch

I111I1 oct hofmann offers to sell president hinckley a kinder-
hook plate and josephs translation of it the offer is
declined
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13 oct hofmann tries to sell papyrus supposedly facsimile 2
for 100000 by now Hofhofmannshermannshoffmannsmanns debts are at least

1300000

15 oct steven christensen and kathleen sheets killed by
bombs police warn ashworth that he may be on the
same hit list As the ashworthsAshworths hurriedly go into hiding
their son is involved in a tragic accident that proves fatal

16 oct hofmann injured by bomb in his car some speculate
that the bomb was intended for brent ashworth or
christensensChristensens attorney

16 oct police identify hofmann as suspect in christensen and
sheets murders motive linked to dealing in fraudulent
documents police with search warrant go through
hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns house find a green high school lettermanslettermannlettermans
jacket and in a locked basement room books and
manuscripts and note cards containing words from the
book of mormon

19 oct church announces harris letter was given to FBI to
authenticate the FBI tests did not indicate forgery
second search of hofmann home conducted

21 oct elder hugh pinnock releases details of his role in
obtaining a loan for hofmann

23 oct in a news conference elders hinckley oaks and
pinnock give details about their contacts with hofmann

25 oct elder pinnock repays Hofhofmannmannss loan to first interstate
bank

30 oct information from rendell says papyrus hofmann tried
to peddle was from him not part of any mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
collection

31 oct hofmann released from LDS hospital later in the day
he is charged with illegal possession of a machine gun
he pleads innocent and posts 50000 bail A daniel
boone letter 1775 is sold at a sothebys auction for
29000 the letter was a hofmann creation sothebys

later buys letter back
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nov grand jury hears from people who dealt with hofmann
no charges filed

13 nov hofmann takes a polygraph test

20 nov hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns attorney announces that hofmann passed
the polygraph test and thus did not kill sheets and
christensen

28 nov traughber papers in texas are found to contain some
mclellinmcclellinMc Lellin papers but are not the expected mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
collection

dec utah state supreme court rejects an appeal that would
have forced a nurse to reveal what she overheard
hofmann say in hospital

17 20 george throckmorton and william flynn begin their
dec investigation of historic documents at the LDS church

historical department they discover cracked ink on
documents that hofmann handled but they are not sure
what caused it

1986

7 20 jan second examination in LDS historical department by
throckmorton and flynn about this time the FBI lab in
washington DC reports that its tests had determined
that the harris 1830 letter was not a forgery neither
according to the FBI was the 1829 printing contract for
book of mormonmonnon

9 jan terri christensen delivers steven fred christensen jr
by cesareancesareences arean section it would have been steves thirty
second birthday

22 jan third examination by throckmorton and flynn joined
by al lyter exam conducted at utah state crime lab

4 feb prosecutors charge hofmann with two murder counts
twenty three counts of theft by deception and commu-
nications fraud involving among others the anthon
transcript harris letter and nonexistent mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
collection hofmann goes to salt lake county jail
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5 feb probable cause statement released listing hofmann
documents involved in fraud counts investigator
george throckmorton says none of documents des-
cribed are authentic

7 feb rendell says several hofmann documents are forgeries
but he is not sure about harris letter prominent LDS
historians with only media reports about case for fraud
to counter earlier reports showing authenticity main-
tain view that some of the documents are authentic

9 feb hofmann released on 250000 bail

I111I1 feb salt lake tribune quotes james R dibowski former
director of US postal crime lab in cincinnati con-
tending joseph smith 111IIIlii blessing document is genuine

april prosecutors examine forty witnesses to collect evidence
to build their case against hofmann

I1 april LDS church announces it is returning court documents
received from hofmann to hancock county illinois

4 april hofmann charged with four additional theft by decep-
tion counts

11II april george throckmorton examines a second copy of
oath of a freeman loaned to police by wilding he

says it is a fake printed from a negative made in salt
lake city

14 april preliminary hearing in the case of the state of utah v
mark W hofmann begins

18 april investigators show that hofmann used mike hansen
alias and that mike hansen bought bomb ingredients
and engraved plates used to print some documents sold
by hofmann

former LDS church archivist don schmidt testifies
that church took few steps to authenticate documents
from hofmann indicating that most documents
were examined solely on basis of their historical
contexts
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19 april fourth examination of documents conducted in a labo-
ratory at throckmortonsThrockmortons home at this point 688 docu-
ments including 302 hofmann documents have been
examined sixty one of these are believed to have been
forged by hofmann

20 april LDS church announces that forty eight documents
were purchased or otherwise obtained from hofmann
the church paid hofmann 57100 for seven items
the other forty one were acquired by donation or
trade

23 april hofmann re injures his knee falling and fracturing the
kneecap hearing postponed until 5 may

may BYU studies special issue focuses on tests the harris
and smith letters had been subjected to and on issues
raised by the letters including treasure hunting in and
before joseph smiths time based on non hofmann
sources

3 may mormon history association annual meeting salt lake
city special session on early monmormonmonnonnon history papers
by ronald walker and alan taylor later published in
dialogue 19 winter 1986 at the same meetings
richard lloyd anderson makes a slide lecture presen-
tation on the joseph smith to hyrum smith revelation
letter may 1838 showing the problems with the
postmark

7 may william flynn investigator for arizona state crime
lab announces cracked ink proves harris letter and
other hofmann documents were forged

22 may hofmann bound over to utah third district court for
trial on charges ofmurder and fraud on 6 june he pleads
not guilty to all charges judges rule that hofmann
would face five separate trials thefirstthe first for murder
scheduled for 2 march 1987

24 may unanswered questions including how hofmann passed
polygraph test remain after preliminary hearings end
based on what public has been told many people still
reluctant to agree with prosecutions case
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summer roderick mcneil uses a scanning auger microscope to
fall examine the age of the ink on the documents hofmann

sold to the church he concludes that none were written
before 1970

16 oct church announces that a search of its archives and
first presidencysPresiden cys vault found no oliver cowdery
history

28 oct jerald tanner publishes tracking the white salaman-
der the story of mark hofmann murder and forged
mormon documents

26 nov david yocum the recently elected salt lake county
attorney removes prosecutor gary delia from the
hofmann case two weeks later delia resigns from the
county attorneys office

early defense attorney yengich and prosecutor stott begin
dec open discussions about a plea bargain

1987

7 jan plea bargain agreed to

7 8 jan stott and david biggs drive to yengichs home in salt
lake city hofmann confesses his crimes to them

22 jan yengich forces mark hofmann to confront his family
with his guilt

23 jan plea bargain announced hofmann pleads guilty to
two counts of second degree murder and two counts
of communication fraud involving the harris letter
and mclellinmcclellinMcLellin papers twenty six other counts dis-
missed and hofmann agrees to be interviewed
about the murders and documents he goes to the
utah state prison belief continues among some
historians that not all hofmann related documents
are forgeries

haebhfeb11 feb
27 may interviews conducted with hofmann in prison
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23 april at the invitation of the joseph fielding smith institute
for church history and the department of history BYU
george throckmorton discusses the hofmann forgeries
with historians and archivists at BYU for two hours

31 july county attorneys office releases 600 page transcript
of interviews its staff conducted with prisoner hof-
mann hofmann confessed that all the documents listed
on statement of probable cause were forged some
dissatisfaction is expressed in scholarly circles and in
the public with the incompleteness of hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns con-
fessionsfessions

august D michael quinn early mormonism and the magic
world view published

6 aug BYU symposium on church history and recent
forgeries the concluding address by elder dallin
oaks published in the ensign 17 october 1987 63 69

4 sept deseret book company owned by the LDS church
announces the closing of its fine and rare book depart-
ment

1988

9 jan hofmann parole hearing citing his callous disregard
for human life and that the killings were done to cover
other criminal activities the parole board tells hof-
mann that he should spend the rest of his life in prison

march michael george interviews hofmann for about seven
hours hofmann claims to have forged documents with
at least eighty three different signatures when asked
how he felt about the people he murdered hofmann
responds 1 I dont feel anything for them my philoso-
phy is that theyre dead theyre not suffering I1 think
life is basically worthless they could have died just as
easily in a car accident I1 dont believe in god I1

dont believe in an afterlife they don t know theyre
dead see robert lindsey A gathering of saints
A true story of murder and deceit new york simon
and schuster 1988 378 italics in original
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april sillitoe and roberts salamander the story of the
mormon forgery murders with a forensic analysis by
george JJ throckmorton published in the summary to
his forensic analysis throckmorton concludes
during the one and one half year investigation into

the mark W hofmann documents more than 6000
documents reportedly dating from between 1792 and
1929 were examined of that total 443 documents came
from hofmann of these 268 or 60 percent were
found to be authentic mostly public court records and
other historically insignificant items another 68 docu-
ments or 15 percent could not be proven either genuine
or forged however 107 documents or 24 percent
were found to be forged 552

21 april the family of kathleen sheets awarded nearly two
million dollars in a court judgment against mark W
hofmann

august naifeh and smith the mormon murders A true story
of greed forgery deceit and death published

6 aug salt lake tribune reports that hofmann was plotting to
have members of the utah board of pardons killed

10 aug doralee olds hofmann files for divorce

19 aug LDS church releases official statement condemning
the mormon murders for its scurrilous descriptions
accusations and willful misrepresentations of the
actions and motives of the leaders of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints

15 sept hofmann attempts suicide by way of a drug overdose
he is rushed to the university of utah health sciences
center

27 sept hofmann transferred to hospital at utah state prison

sept lindsey A gathering ofsaintsof saints A true story ofmurderof murder
and deceit published

I11 oct salt lake tribune announced that deseret book co had
filed a civil law suit in utahs third district court
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against wade lillywhite a key witness in the hofmann
forgery case lillywhite a former employee in deseret
book companyscompanasComp anys fine and rare book department in
salt lake city is accused of defrauding the bookstore of
236308 on 13 january 1989 lillywhite pleads guilty

to falsifying records and stealing rare books for his own
use and on 17 march 1989 was sentenced to ten years
probation and restitution totaling almost 229000

16 oct richard P lindsay managing director of public
communications for the LDS church tells deseret
news that the church plans to publish a complete list
of errors misquotesmisquotermisquotes and exaggerations in the mormon
murders

1989

16 feb salt lake tribune announces that the LDS church
public relations department is working on a full account
of the hofmann case rumors also circulate that a book
length history of the hofmann case is being researched
by members of the LDS church historical department


